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It is with great pleasure that we announce the inaugural edition of "Vedam," the 5-
day Academic Fest organized by Kasturba Medical College, Manipal. As a part of
our yearly event, "Asterion," Vedam guarantees an enthralling experience
featuring a comprehensive array of captivating workshops meticulously curated
by three esteemed academic clubs of our college that are- Cutting Edge (the
Student Surgical Society), Tempus Pretioso (the Emergency Medicine Club) and
Justitia (the Forensic Medicine Club).

One of the highly anticipated components of VEDAM is the conference "Meliora,
organized by the Student Research Forum (SRF) and the Indo-German Convention
of Lindau Association (IGCLA). This conference will feature competitions such as
case and research presentations, a hackathon, symposiums, and insightful
workshops focused on recent advances and skill development.

VEDAM aims to create a vibrant platform for medical students and professionals
to exchange ideas, engage in intellectual discourse, and showcase their talents.
The festival will encompass a diverse range of activities, including keynote
speeches by renowned experts, interactive workshops, research paper
presentations, poster exhibitions, and various competitions designed to stimulate
critical thinking and foster collaboration.

In the words of Galen, "The physician must be able to tell the antecedents, know
the present, and foretell the future - must mediate these things, and have two
special objects in view with regard to disease, namely, to do good or to do no
harm." With this philosophy in mind, we cordially invite medical colleges to join
us in this academic fest, which will holistically contribute to the development of
future doctors and their dedication to research and advanced healthcare
treatment for society.
We wholeheartedly welcome your participation and look forward to hosting a
memorable event that will shape the future of medical education and research.

Together, let us strive to advance healthcare and make a positive impact on
society.
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ABOUT KASTURBA MEDICAL 
COLLEGE, MANIPAL

Founded in 1953 by the revered Dr T.M.A. Pai, Kasturba
Medical College was the first private medical college in the
country. Established on the principles of honesty and
excellence in clinical practice, it has grown to be one of the
finest medical institutions in the country with its state-of-the-
art facilities and world-class faculty. 

Throughout its 70-year history, KMC Manipal has produced
some of the finest doctors and world leaders in healthcare. This
dedication to brilliance has consistently placed KMC, Manipal,
as one of India's top 10 medical colleges.

KMC Manipal’s history of eminence stems from its rich research
culture, from exceedingly advanced labs supporting highly
technical research to wise and knowledgeable mentors guiding
students towards their research goals. This ethos is reflected in
the success of its students, many of whom receive ICMR grants
and present cases at various prestigious conferences, both at
national and international levels.

In this mission, the students of KMC Manipal have organised
their very own academic fest that is Vedam-2023.



Manipal is a suburb and university town within Udupi, in
coastal Karnataka, India. Located five kilometres away from
the centre of Udupi City, it commands a panoramic view of the
Arabian Sea to the west and the Western Ghats to the east.
The name derives from “Mann” and “palla”, where Manipal
originates. Mann means “mud”, and palla means “lake” in the
Tulu language. What once was a barren hill is now home to the
Manipal Academy of Higher Education, one of the country's
most prominent institutions of eminence and deemed
University. The sprawling University towns attract more than
twenty-eight thousand students from 57 nations.

Life in Manipal is nothing short of a vibrancy. Enjoy a
breathtaking sunset from End-point or take an evening stroll
near Manipal Lake. Have a fun day with friends at Malpe
Beach, with its serene views and numerous recreational
activities. 

Feeling sporty? Check out MARENA- a six-level state-of-the-
art sports facility. Manipal also boasts various food options,
from multinational food joints, quaint cafes to local eateries. 

Also, don’t forget to check out tourist attractions like St
Mary’s Isles, Arbi Falls, and Chikmagalur near Manipal.

ABOUT MANIPAL



it inerary
           DATE          TIME               EVENT

09:00-10:00
 

10:00-13:00
 

11:00-13:00
 

13:00-17:00
 

13:00-17:00
 

16:30-22:00
 

Keynote-1: Future of
Medicine

Research Presentation

Cancer genomics
workshop

Enigma: Manipal QZ

InQuestigate

ER ESCAPADE

01/08/2023
(TUESDAY)

 

Medisim

Medical Hackathon
 
PACMAN

InQuestigate

Treasure Hunt

08:00 - 13:00
 

10:00-13:00
 

13:00 - 17:00
 

13:00-17:00
 

16:00 - 22:00
 
 
 

02/08/2023
(WEDNESDAY)



         DATE        TIME           EVENT

it inerary

03/08/2023
(THURSDAY)

 Case
 presentation
  
 Keynote-2: Difficult
conversations with
patients
  
 PACMAN
  
 Murder
 in the United Nations
(MUN)
 

09:00-10:30 
11:30-13:00

 
10:30-11:30

 
 

13:00 - 17:00
 

16:00-21:00
 

04/08/2023
(FRIDAY)

05/08/2023
(SATURDAY)

08:00 - 13:00
 

10:00-13:00
 

14:00-17:00

 Remedy
 Roulette
  
 Symposium
  
 OBG Skills and
Neonatal Resuscitation
Workshop
 

09:00-11:00
 
 

11:00-13:00
 

Cardiology
workshop(ECG and
skills Workshop)

Panel Discussion-
Medicine vs surgery



HOW TO GET TO MANIPAL
 
LOCATION:
Kasturba Medical College, Manipal, Tiger Circle Road,
Madhav Nagar, 576104
  
DISTANCE FROM:
Bangalore- 497 km; arrive via daily flights, trains, buses
Mangalore- 64 km; hire a cab, daily buses
Udupi- 3.4 km; Auto or a bus
 
NEAREST AIRPORT: 
Mangalore International Airport, 45 km, 1hr 30 mins; Taxis
available at prepaid counter

NEAREST RAILWAY STATION:
 Udupi Railway Station, 3.1 km, 6 mins; Autos Available
 
NEAREST BUS STAND:
 Tiger Circle, 350 m
 
 Auto Directory; For Travelling in and around Manipal
 
• DASHRATHA: 08202574202
• ESHWAR NAGAR: 0820574200
• GREEN PARK: 0820512006
• MANDAVI: 08202575070
• NIGHT AUTO: 9986921287
• SYNDICATE CIRCLE: 08202571454
 



EXPLORING INTERSECTIONS: Advancing Healthcare
Through Collaborative Research

T H E  S C I E N T I F I C  C O N F E R E N C E  O F  
K M C  M A N I P A L



KEYNOTE SPEAKERS:

Talk-1: Future of medicine 

Join us for an enlightening session on the future of medicine. Explore
groundbreaking advancements and transformative technologies
shaping healthcare. Gain valuable insights into innovative
approaches, diagnostic techniques, and enhanced patient care.
Discover how medicine is revolutionizing treatment, improving
surgical precision, and enhancing outcomes. Engage with a
renowned expert, exchange ideas, and expand your professional
knowledge. Don't miss this opportunity to be inspired and enriched
on the path to a prosperous future in the medical field.

Join us to enhance your communication skills in difficult healthcare
conversations. Gain tools and strategies to approach sensitive topics,
deliver challenging news, and address complex issues with
confidence and compassion. This session is designed for healthcare
professionals and students alike, offering valuable insights to
navigate challenging patient interactions. Don't miss this
opportunity to refine your communication skills and deepen your
understanding of these intricate discussions.

Talk-2: Difficult conversations with patients

For more information contact:
Aaditya Anand- 9910060971

Nishita T- 7829825502
 



Medicine and surgery comprise the two fundamental streams of
medical practice, all under the communal term ‘doctor’. Despite
their differences, the two fields remain perceived as mirror
images. In this session, panellists will discuss the relationship
between these two distinct career paths, including their historical
divide. Through a conglomeration of views, the discussion will
explore the progress of the medical community. From student
trainees to seasoned doctors, this kaleidoscope of ideas and
opinions is sure to pique your interest. Witness the two sides of
the same coin: medicine vs surgery.
For more information contact:

Saraeu Sai Vangala- 8790456612
Shambhavi Joshi- 7517330935

PANEL DISCUSSION- 
MEDICINE VS SURGERY



CASE PRESENTATION
 

The case must be from a hospital affiliated with the
college the participant belongs to 
A scientific committee will review the submitted
abstracts; There will be a selection of 15 abstracts for
oral presentation from each domain.
The remaining abstracts will be considered for poster
presentation.
The participant must maintain the patient/subject’s
confidentiality throughout the presentation.

Educate your fellow medical fraternity about the strangest
cases or novel treatment methods you’ve seen through the
Case presentation/ Poster presentation.

Rules: 
1.

2.

3.

4.



CASE PRESENTATION

The title of the abstract must not exceed 25 words
The title should be in bold “Times New Roman”, with a font size 18.
Below the title, please enter the Presenter’s name, year of study,
phone number and the department from which the case was
obtained.
The abstract must adhere to the word limit of 300 words
The main text of the abstract should be in “Times New Roman”, with
a font size of 12
The abstract must include an introduction, case presentation and
discussion, highlighting the case's novelty or management.
Do not enter the college name or details in the abstract, as it will
make grounds for disqualification from Oral Case Presentation or
poster presentation.

 Rules for Submission

The cases submitted will be separated into two domains, Pre/Para Clinical
and Clinical.
Information regarding the Oral/Poster Presentation format will be
informed on acceptance of the Abstract.

LAST DAY OF SUBMISSION: 16th July
RESULTS: 24nd July 
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT POSTER- 30th July
For more information contact

Lalit Ritwik- 9945515635
Shivam Thaker- 9986535456

tel:9945515635
tel:9986535456


Since the dawn of time, the discovery led the path to improvement.
From lenses used to observe micro-organisms to penicillin to treat
bacterial infections, medicine has had no shortage of such findings.
Every medical professional's goal is to treat patients to the best of
their abilities and consistently improve their quality of care.
Research has taken a frontline in the field in this goal of betterment.
The research and poster presentation is a deal for you if you wish to
present your positive impacts and meaningful discoveries to the
area.

Written authorisation must be taken from the research
mentor/guide 
A scientific committee will review the submitted abstracts;
There will be a selection of 15 abstracts for oral presentation.
The remaining abstracts will be considered for poster
presentation.
The participant must maintain the patient/subject’s
confidentiality throughout the presentation.

Rules: 
1.

2.

3.

4.

RESEARCH PRESENTATION



RESEARCH PRESENTATION

The title of the abstract must not exceed 25 words
The title should be in bold “Times New Roman”, with a font
size 18.
Below the title, please enter the Presenter’s name, year of
study and phone number.
The abstract must adhere to the word limit of 350 words
The main text of the abstract should be in “Times New
Roman”, with a font size of 12
The abstract must include an introduction, method, result
and conclusion.
Do not enter the college name or details in the abstract, as it
will make grounds for disqualification from Oral Research
Presentation.

Rules for Submission
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

Information regarding the Oral/Poster Presentation format will be
informed on acceptance of the Abstract.

LAST DAY OF SUBMISSION: 16th July
RESULTS: 24nd July 
LAST DAY TO SUBMIT POSTER- 30th July
For more information contact:
Shivam Thaker- 9986535456
Lalit Ritwik- 9945515635

tel:9986535456
tel:9945515635


SYMPOSIUM 
Thought-provoking speeches and educational talks are those which are
never forgotten. In this pursuit of knowledge, our conference is giving
the opportunity to the participants to teach Medical Topics of their
interest, in unique and professional manners, at the Symposium at
Meliora-2023.

Rules and Guidelines for Undergraduate Medical Research Symposium

ELIGIBILITY:
- The symposium is open to undergraduate medical students( 1st year-
internship)
- Each team must consist of 3-5 members.
- Each team should select a topic of their choice from the following
subjects –
1) Medicine and allied subjects
2) Surgery and allied subjects
3) OBG and Paediatrics
4) Pre and para-clinical subjects

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION:
-Participants must submit an abstract of their topic consideration.
-The abstract should be not more than 200 words.
-Abstracts should be submitted within the specified deadline 
- Abstract must have Title in Times New Roman, with Font Size 18.
- Abstract must have Content in Times New Roman, with Font Size 12
- Enter your participant's name, contacts and subject
- DO NOT enter your COLLEGE NAME anywhere in the document



SYMPOSIUM 

The top 15 Abstracts will be selected for Oral Presentation
Presentations can be in the form of Powerpoint.
For oral presentations, participants will be given a specific time
limit to present their research ( 10 minutes)
7 minutes presentation followed by 3 minutes Q/A session by
judges.

PRESENTATION FORMAT:

SYMPOSIUM STRUCTURE:

 The symposium will be organised into sessions based on the theme
of the research.
-Each session will have a designated moderator to introduce the
presenters and manage the time.
- Q&A sessions will follow each presentation to allow participants to
ask questions and discuss the research.



-All participants must adhere to professional conduct throughout the
symposium.
-Respectful behavior and academic integrity are expected from all
attendees.
- Presenters should be prepared to answer questions and engage in
scholarly discussions.

Judging and Evaluation:  A panel of experts will evaluate the
presentations based on scientific merit,
clarity, and relevance to topic, and overall presentation skills.
-Judges may ask additional questions during or after the
presentations.

Awards and Recognition:
Winners will be announced at the end of the symposium.

Audience Participation:
-Symposium attendees are encouraged to actively participate in
discussions and ask questions.
-Attendees can provide constructive feedback to presenters, fostering
a supportive learning environment.

LAST DAY OF SUBMISSION of abstract: 16th July
RESULTS: 24nd July 

For more information contact:
Kritika Singh- 9936316091
Lalit Ritwik- 9945515635

PROFFESIONAL 
CONDUCT

tel:9936316091
tel:9945515635


HACKATHON

Welcome to ‘Eureka’, a Medical Hackathon where innovation meets
healthcare to shape a brighter future! In this exciting gathering of
brilliant minds, we aim to foster collaboration, creativity, and problem-
solving to address the pressing challenges faced by the medical field
today. This hackathon welcomes participants from diverse backgrounds
who share a common passion for improving the lives of patients and
shaping the future of medicine. Together, we will harness our collective
knowledge and expertise to tackle complex challenges and find novel
solutions that have the potential to create a lasting impact on healthcare
systems globally.
Join us at ‘Eureka’; as we embark on an incredible journey of discovery,
collaboration, and Innovation.

PROBLEM STATEMENT: Reduce mortality in emergency situations by
improving coordination between emergency services and hospitals to
enhance patient care.

ONLINE SCREENING
1. An abstract of the idea of not more than 500 words must be prepared
and submitted for the screening process latest by 16th July 2023.
2. The abstract should be written with a title using size 18 Times New
Roman font, and the main body should be written using size 12 Times
New Roman font. It should also include the college name, names and
contact numbers of the individuals and their email IDs.



3. The list of selected teams will be released by 24nd July 2023
following which teams need to prepare a presentation and submit by
30th July 2023.
4. Teams of 4 people are allowed.
5. The focus should be on the product/idea with appropriate
references. The presentation must include the
following-
• Name of the company
• Problem it solves
• Novelty of product
• Product design (in case of product) or Workflow (in case of service)
• Potential competitors
• Risks associated with the product and investing
• Plan for what will be done with investment

6. Plagiarism will result in disqualification.

The top 10 teams will be selected for Oral Presentation. An additional
25 teams will be selected for Poster Presentation.

For more information contact:

Pranav V-8920672240
Divyanshu Goel- 9889281797

HACKATHON



CANCER GENOMICS 
WORKSHOP

The song of life is sung by a choir of genes and chromosomes
banding together to create a beautiful symphony. Sometimes,
however, just as a bad singer can ruin the harmony of a group, faulty
genes can lead to the downfall of this mesmerising symphony and
cause cancer. 

 In this workshop on oncogenomics, we shall explore the various
dimensions and applications of Cancer genomics, as guided by a
professor and expert on the subject. We shall also be analysing the
molecular aspects of DNA and an enthralling discussion on rare and
common oncological cases, which will give you a new insight into the
art of diagnosis. Expert guidance will also be provided on the hows
of research in oncogenomics, such as to make the topic more
approachable as an undergraduate research project.

Join us in Meliora as we provide an extensive workshop on cancer
genomics which is sure to send your mind atop the roof!

For more information contact:

Adwait Sarma- 9037797938
Vaibhav Gowda- 9901818841



CARDIOLOGY: ECG AND
SKILLS WORKSHOP:

Beep Beep Beep! This workshop will introduce you to different types of
ECGs and their usage, including lead application, interpretation, and
proper action-taking. Echocardiograms can diagnose life-threatening
conditions such as cardiac arrhythmias and myocardial infarction. The
second part of the workshop focuses on  various procedures performed
in cardiology, gain a hands on experience on these valuable skills which 
 will help you gain confidence in essential doctor skills!
For more information contact:
Anushka- 9599065022
Ashish Aaryan- 8700199184 

OBSTETRICS AND NEONATAL
SKILLS WORKSHOP:

Experience a unique and hands-on workshop focusing on birthing,
episiotomy, and neonatal medicine. Led by expert instructors, this
immersive workshop covers the birthing process, episiotomy, ABG
interpretation, IV therapy, IO access, and ETI. Get simulated hands-on
experience and gain confidence in these crucial areas of healthcare to
take your medical expertise to the next level.

For more information contact:
Shreya Mehta- 9483961720
Arnav Trivedi- 9555970530
 





Cutting Edge-The Student Surgical Society, Tempus Pretioso-The
Emergency Medicine Club and Justitia-The Forensic Medicine Club,
KMC Manipal join hands to curate an academic fest dedicated to
Quizzing, Skills and simulation, titled Asterion, after the point of

convergence of three cranial sutures.
 

Manipal Academy of Higher Education has always stood for new and
innovative ways of honing the skills of its students, and this is

intrinsic to the functioning of each contributing club. We wish to
come together to create an academic event like never before, that
will train and test medical students of various colleges, through the
diverse infrastructure KMC Manipal offers, like no other fest across

the country.
 

Asterion, the result of convergent efforts, aims to test its participants
in a battle of wits, while also training them in skills essential to those
who wish to explore the art and science of Surgery, Critical Care and

Forensic Medicine.



Cutting Edge is the homegrown Student Surgical Society of Kasturba
Medical College, Manipal. The honor and privilege of practising Surgery

is unparallaled. Working with one's hands and mind in perfect
synchrony is no less than art. Cutting Edge, through its sessions and

workshops, brings the Operating Room experience closer to medical
students. The club connects its members to practising surgeons at KMC

Manipal, to advance the teaching and learning of important surgical
techniques and skills in innovative ways. This serves as a boost to

future careers in Surgery.

The first of its kind in India, Justitia is a Forensic Medicine club run for
students, by students, with the aim of promoting the practical application
of this widely important but underutilized subject. With ballistics,
fingerprinting workshops and crime scene competitions under their belt,
they're here to add their expertise and novelty to Asterion 2023.

Tempus Pretioso, KMC's student run Emergency Medicine club, aims to
equip medical undergraduates with the ability to deal with trauma and
medical emergencies efficiently by inculcating the required skill at the
foundation level." This is fulfilled by hosting interactive simulation and

skills training sessions that allow the participants to test the waters
and apply themselves to real-life situations that they might have to

deal with as future physicians.



Medisim is an interactive simulation style event,
where you'll learn to manage medical

emergencies and learn important hands on skills in
the fields of Surgery, Forensics and Emergency

Medicine!
 

Save patients from death's grasp, in a real life
simulation - definitely an experience you wouldn't

want to miss out on!
 
 

Mariyah Haji: +91 98920 51530
Shivam : +91 99865 35456

Vaishnavi: +91 70689 44263



Step into an exhilarating world filled with challenging
tests and daunting trials, and dare to dream big in this
thrilling life-size board game where medical knowledge

becomes your ultimate power.
 

Join us in this blend of our favourite classic board
games made all the more exciting with riveting medical

twists and turns. Get ready to outsmart your
opponents, unravel enigmas, and forge a path towards

triumph in this immersive adventure where learning
meets fun.

 
 

Farzana: +91 99476 06303
Rohita : +91 84311 54104



Asterion'23 brings to you Treasure Hunt! Brace yourself for a
thrilling adventure that will push the boundaries of excitement and
unleash the full force of your adrenaline! Navigate through the
sprawling campus, armed with your medical knowledge as you
unravel riddles for a medical diagnosis and the key to unlocking
the next exhilarating location.
It's a race against the clock, where every second counts and your
expertise will be put to the ultimate test. Prepare to embark on a
quest that will challenge your knowledge and ignite the flames of
competition within you.

Vaishnavi Singh: +91 96674 88481
Saanya Chhabra: +91 84272 72670

Justitia's awaited escape room event is back, with an
uncharted twist! Using nothing but your wit and forensic
knowledge, tackle the unforeseen obstacles that stand
between you and the long-lost gold mine of Arizona! 
Do you think you have what it takes to get out of the cruel
desert alive while facing unforeseeable obstacles?

Melvin: +971 50 411 0842
Shivam: +91 96854 48018



Prepare to be immersed in a murder mystery extravaganza like no
other as Justitia proudly presents MUN-Murder in the United Nations!
Step into the world of Ludo where each participant assumes a crucial
role in this thrilling whodunit affair. With Justitia at the helm, get ready
for a night of twists, turns, and wickedly witty investigations!

As the dice roll and the game unfolds, unleash your inner detective and
outsmart your opponents at every twist and turn. Piece together clues,
decode cryptic messages, and channel your wittiest deductions to
expose the killer lurking in the shadows of the United Nations. Engage
in high-stakes negotiations, craft strategic alliances, and employ your
sharpest diplomatic skills to shape the fate of nations.

 Will you emerge as the mastermind behind the murder mystery and
the conqueror of the diplomatic battlefield?

Anwesha: +91 88677 47575
Ayeshani: +91 95693 11070



Hold on to your Scrubs as Tempus Pretioso puts you in the Emergency Room! Be
the best Physician Team at ER Escapades! Step into the shoes of an ER doctor,

navigate through a chaotic emergency department, and race against time to save
lives. 

Roll the dice, make critical decisions, and outsmart your opponents as you and
your team encounter various medical emergencies.

Be ready to experience the exhilarating world of Emergency Medicine as you
Triage, Diagnose and Manage any situation that comes your way! Think and act

fast, as you hurry to save lives while battling it out to be the Ultimate Emergency
Medicine Team.

 
Arundhati : +91 96187 29383

Mallika : +91 99109 92601

A mutated microorganism has taken over the world
transforming the human race into unrecognisable creatures.
Can you find the source of the disease and stop it in time?
Through this mystery room event use your knowledge of
medical diagnoses, decipher clues and think on your feet
because time is running out!

Prakhya Gupta: +91 78917 91878
Aarushi Tripathi: +91 90053 83974



Pac-man, the 1980 maze chase hit of the video game world, is arriving on the
playing field again,
but this time with a twist of Emergency Medicine.

In this event, participants will participate in teams of 4 and go through a
maze involving 10 stations (i.e., video game-inspired stations with EM skills,
questions, situations, and more).
To win, the team has to correctly solve all stations, fetching clues related to a
final case to be tackled.

But this journey through the maze is not that simple, just like Pac-Man; on
the way, the teams will "eat" or collect pixel snacks which would yield them
bonus points and will "meet" monsters that will ambush them with tasks and
questions. The team will have 3 lives that will get depleted with each failed
mission, and the loss of all lives will lead them back to the beginning of the
maze.

The game will also have 3 mini stations inspired by the video game in the
movie 'Bandersnatch' in which the wrong choice will lead them to the wrong
path while the right one will lead them closer to victory.

Anusha : +91 88261 09750
Saanvi : +91 99100 69530



For KMC Students- 1749/-
For Non-KMC Students- 1999/-

1. Gold tier - 650/-
(merch+gala night+delegate id)

2. Silver tier - 250/-
(gala night+delegate id)

3. Bronze tier - FREE!
(delegate id)

All Proceeds from the Gala Night go to Charity!

 Register at vedammanipal.com 

https://www.vedammanipal.com/
https://www.vedammanipal.com/
https://www.vedammanipal.com/


asterionkmcmanipal@gmail.com

Adish: +91 8374283300
Harshavardhan: +91 6366510777

Sriya: +91 9686718444

Organising Chairpersons

@asterion_2023

meliorasrfkmc@gmail.com

Sukriti: +919971004053

@meliora_kmc
@vedam_2023

Aditi: +919591827872

mailto:asterionkmcmanipal@gmail.com
tel:837-428-3300
tel:636-651-0777
tel:968-671-8444
mailto:meliorasrfkmc@gmail.com
tel:997-100-4053
tel:959-182-7872


Harshavardhan Sai
Sadineni

Sai Sriya Yadavalli Adish Joshi

Sukriti Chugh Aditi Raghuram

tel:636-651-0777
tel:636-651-0777

